
 
  

 

CORPORATE PROFILE 
QAMAR ENERGY 



ROBIN MILLS, CEO 
 

 

 
Robin is an expert on Middle East energy strategy and economics, described by Foreign 
Policy as "one of the energy world's great minds".  
 
He is the author of two books, The Myth of the Oil Crisis and Capturing Carbon, 
columnist on energy and environmental issues for Bloomberg and The National, and 
comments widely on energy issues in the media, including the Financial Times, Foreign 
Policy, Atlantic, CNN, BBC, Sky News and others.  
 
He is a Senior Fellow with the Iraq Energy Institute.  
 
He holds a first-class degree in Geology from the University of Cambridge, and speaks 
five languages including Farsi and Arabic. 

  
  

                                                         
 
                                               
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
   

 
  

PWC/Emirates Solar 
Industry Association 

Brookings Institution 
Oxford Institute for 

Energy Studies Emirates Diplomatic 
Academy Delma Institute 

https://www.pwc.com/m1/en/publications/solar-in-the-desert-in-collaboration-with-emirates-solar-industry-association.pdf
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2016/04/20-energy-transit-in-the-middle-east-mills/en-energy-transit-security-mills.pdf
https://www.oxfordenergy.org/authors/robin-mills/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Myth-Oil-Crisis-Geopolitics/dp/0313364982/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1333538021&sr=8-3
http://eda.ac.ae/images/pdf/EDA_Insight_Global_Governance_of_CCS_EN.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/m1/en/publications/solar-in-the-desert-in-collaboration-with-emirates-solar-industry-association.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/m1/en/publications/solar-in-the-desert-in-collaboration-with-emirates-solar-industry-association.pdf


OUR SERVICES   
 

 

 
 
 
 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY 
1. Market analysis, supply and demand dynamics 
2. Calculations of optimal mix of renewable energy 

and conventional energy 
3. Carbon capture and storage specialists  
4. Solar power economics 
5. Energy efficiency recommendations, policy 

analysis, and required execution enablers 
6. Negotiations, expert witness, and arbitrations  

 
ELECTRICITY 

1. Country monitoring and market analysis  
2. Supply and demand forecasts of electricity  
3. Existing infrastructure capacity and forecasts 
4. Electricity price analysis (historic and forecasted) 
5. Negotiations, expert witness, and arbitrations  

UPSTREAM 
1. Geopolitics and geo-economic analysis 
2. Upstream country monitoring and market 

intelligence 
3. Majors, Independents, National Oil Company 

and Oil Service Company strategies  
4. Oil and natural gas supply and demand 

dynamics and forecasts  
5. Brownfield and greenfield E&P opportunity 

identification and negotiation 
6. Commercial feasibility studies 
7. Negotiations, expert witness, and arbitrations 

 

 
MIDSTREAM 

1. Energy routes: geopolitical analysis, risk 
assessment and mitigations  

2. Mapping of existing and required 
infrastructure capacity to meet domestic and 
export demand 

3. LNG country/regional market analysis   
4. Negotiations, expert witness, and arbitrations 

 

 

DOWNSTREAM 
1. Downstream country monitoring and market 

analysis – petrochemicals, refining and fuel 
retail 

2. Fuel retail strategies  
3. Subsidy analysis, country benchmarking and 

recommendations 
4. Forecasted prices of petroleum products, and 

gas benchmarked against competitors  
5. Petrochemical industry commerciality and 

strategies 
6. Negotiations, expert witness, and arbitrations 

 
 
 

 

 

 



OUR EXPERIENCE 
 

 

1. Study of the oil storage market in the UAE and surrounding region 
2. Analysis of a Middle Eastern county’s oil and gas production forecasts up to 2035 by different 

scenarios, expected start-up and CAPEX requirements of new fields 
3. Country analysis reports on Algeria’s and Libya’s economic, political and energy developments 

including oil and gas production, new project timelines, and domestic energy security challenges.  
4. Report on OPEC’s current and future strategies, intra-OPEC competition and exports. 
5. Study on Iraq’s political outlook, energy developments, influencers, challenges and opportunities 
6. In-depth analysis of UAE’s gas sector outlook with the introduction of new power generation methods 

(renewables and nuclear) 
7. Energy policy, strategy and governance for a UAE government entity covering oil, gas, electricity, 

renewable energy and efficiency  
8. Study of the outlook for corrosion-resistant alloys in oil country tubular goods (OCTG)  
9. Analysis of the MENA region’s significant oil & gas projects, issues and outlook  
10. Study on the East Mediterranean gas industry: supply-demand balance and forecasts, prices, regulation 

and politics 
11. Detailed study of the gas, oil and energy markets in Iraq, Iraqi Kurdistan, Turkey, and strategy 

development for commercialisation of discoveries and export routes; forecasted oil and gas 
production to 2035 

12. Regular analysis of Middle East oil and gas markets and related political issues 
13. Study of the market for hydraulic fracturing projects & services in the MENA region  
14. Study of E&P opportunities in the MENA region 
15. Advice to investors on Middle East oil and gas developments 
16. Extensive fieldwork in Baghdad and Erbil on improving EU-Iraq energy relations 
17. Field research in Yemen on operations 

  
 

 
 

1. Study of Middle East gas export options 
2. Study of Middle East/North Africa gas pricing methodologies  
3. Energy strategic study for government entity in the UAE including the current and future outlook of 

oil and refined products, gas, LPG, electricity, water, alternative energy, energy efficiency and energy 
governance sectors 

4. Expert witness for two Middle East gas arbitrations 
5. Exclusive report on opportunities for the GCC in the Belt-and-Road initiative including investment 

outlooks – current and future – and detailed analysis of stress scenarios for both China and the GCC. 
  

  

 

1. Study on a Middle Eastern petrochemical market, existing and planned capacity, forecasted supply and 
demand and gas feedstock supply 

2. Historical and forecasted refinery capacity, supply and demand by consumer, and pricing for crude oil 
and refined products in Federal Iraq, Iraqi Kurdistan and Turkey. Analysis of market fundamentals and 
dynamics of supply and demand in each country 

3. Assessment of downstream infrastructure market for a Gulf government and recommendation of 
options to improve transportation and distribution with required enablers 

  
 

 

1. Landmark report on the prospects for carbon capture and storage in MENA 
2. Report on the global and Gulf governance of carbon capture and storage 
3. Advice on UAE’s Green Growth initiative, creating federal/emirate-level strategy for balancing 

economic growth with environmental and social aspirations 
4. Widely-discussed report in cooperation with PwC and the Emirates Solar Industries Association, on 

the new competitiveness of solar photovoltaic power in the Middle East 
  

 

 
 

1. Electricity capacity, supply and demand forecasts for the East Mediterranean region 
2. Electricity capacity, supply and demand forecasts for Federal Iraq, Iraqi Kurdistan, and Turkey by power 

plant and fuel type 
3. Electricity price analysis (historical and forecasted) in the Middle East 



 

 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

  
  

 
 
 

 HDS Business Centre, Cluster M 

 Jumeirah Lakes Towers 

 Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

 +971 43641232 

 info@qamarenergy.com 

 sa@qamarenergy.com 

 www.qamarenergy.com 
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